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Abstract—A large portion of data mining and analytic services
use modern machine learning techniques, such as deep learning.
The state-of-the-art results by deep learning come at the price of
an intensive use of computing resources. The leading frameworks
(e.g., TensorFlow) are executed on GPUs or on high-end servers in
datacenters. On the other end, there is a proliferation of personal
devices with possibly free CPU cycles; this can enable services
to run in users’ homes, embedding machine learning operations.
In this paper, we ask the following question: Is distributed deep
learning computation on WAN connected devices feasible, in spite
of the traffic caused by learning tasks? We show that such a setup
rises some important challenges, most notably the ingress traffic
that the servers hosting the up-to-date model have to sustain.
In order to reduce this stress, we propose AdaComp, a
novel algorithm for compressing worker updates to the model
on the server. Applicable to stochastic gradient descent based
approaches, it combines efficient gradient selection and learning
rate modulation. We then experiment and measure the impact of
compression, device heterogeneity and reliability on the accuracy
of learned models, with an emulator platform that embeds
TensorFlow into Linux containers. We report a reduction of
the total amount of data sent by workers to the server by two
order of magnitude (e.g., 191-fold reduction for a convolutional
network on the MNIST dataset), when compared to a standard
asynchronous stochastic gradient descent, while preserving model
accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning methods, and in particular deep learning,
are nowadays key components for building efficient applica-
tions and services. Deep learning recently permitted significant
improvements over state-of-the-art techniques for building
classification models for instance [1]. Its use spans over a
large spectrum of applications, from face recognition in [2], to
natural language processing [3] and to video recommendation
in YouTube [4].
Learning a model using a deep neural network (we denote
DNN hereafter) requires a large amount of data, as the
precision of that model directly depends on the quantity of
examples it gets as input and the number of times it iterates
over them. Typically, the last image recognition DNNs, such
as [5] or [1], leverage very large datasets (like Imagenet [6])
during the learning phase; this leads to the processing of over
10TB of data. The direct consequence is the compute-intensive
nature of running such approaches. The place of choice for
running those methods is thus well provisioned datacenters,
for the more intensive applications, or on dedicated and GPU-
powered machines in other cases. In this context, recently
Fig. 1. Accuracy (in %) vs aggregated traffic (in GB) tradeoff: inbound
aggregated ingress traffic received at the Parameter Server (PS). For an
asynchronous stochastic gradient descent with 200 workers, a convolutional
neural network model training, on the MNIST dataset.
introduced frameworks for learning models using DNNs are
benchmarked in cloud environments (e.g., TensorFlow [7] with
GPU-enabled servers and 16Gbps network ports).
Meanwhile, the number of processing devices at the edge of
the Internet keeps increasing in a steep manner. In this paper,
we explore the possibility of leveraging edge-devices for those
intensive tasks. This new paradigm rises significant feasibility
questions. The dominant parameter server computing model,
introduced by Google in 2012 [8], uses a set of workers for
parallel processing, while a few central servers (denoted the
parameter server (PS) hereafter for simplicity) are managing
shared states modified by those workers. Workers frequently
fetch the up-to-date model from the PS, make computation
over the data they host, and then return gradient updates to the
PS. Since DNN models are large (from thousands to billions
parameters [9]), placing those worker tasks over edge-devices
imply significant updates transfer over the Internet. The PS
being in a central location (typically at a cloud provider),
the question of inbound traffic is also crucial for pricing our
proposal. Model learning is facing other problems such as
device crashes and worker asynchrony. We note that those
concerns differ from federated optimization techniques [10],
that aim at removing worker asynchrony to reach minimal
communication, but at the cost of removing processing paral-
lelism that motivated the PS approach in the first place.
To illustrate the feasibility question, we implement the
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largest distribution scenario considered in the TensorFlow pa-
per [7], where 200 machines are collaborating to learn a model.
We measure the aggregated traffic at the PS generated by the
learning of a classifier on the MNIST dataset, and plot it on
Figure 1. We observe a considerable amount of ingress traffic
received by the PS, of the order of Terabyte for an accurate
model. This amount of traffic is due to workers sending their
updates to the PS, and is not even reported in research studies,
as well provisioned and dedicated data center networks are
assumed. Clearly, in a setup leveraging edge-devices, this
amount of ingress traffic has to be drastically reduced to
remove weight on both the Internet and on the PS. Meanwhile,
the data to be processed at edge-devices themselves is not the
limiting factor (3.9MB each in this experiment, as the dataset
is split among workers). Our solution is to introduce a novel
compression technique for sending updates from workers to
the PS, using gradient selection [11]. We thus study the model
accuracy with regards to update compression, as well as with
regards to device reliability.
The main contributions of this paper are the following: 1)
Exposing the parameter server model implications, in an edge-
device setup. 2) Introducing AdaComp, a novel compression
technique for reducing the ingress traffic at the PS. We detail
AdaComp formally, and also open-source its code for public
use.1 3) Experimenting AdaComp within TensorFlow, and
comparing it to competitors with regards to model accuracy.
First, in Section II, we briefly present the basics of deep
learning, and of distributed learning in datacenters. Section III
introduces the considered execution setup on edge-devices, and
important performance metrics. Section IV presents AdaComp,
before evaluating it and its competitors in Section V. We
present related work in Section VI and concluding remarks
in Section VII.
II. DISTRIBUTED DEEP LEARNING
A. Basics on DNN training on a single core
DNNs are machine learning models used for supervised or
unsupervised tasks. They are composed of a large succession
of layers. Each layer l is the result of a non-linear transfor-
mation of the previous layer (or input data) given a weight
matrix Vl and a bias vector βl. In this paper, we focus on
supervised learning, where a DNN is used to approximate a
target function f (e.g., a classification function for images).
For instance, given a training dataset D of images xh ∈ X
and associated labels yh ∈ Y , a DNN has to adapt its paramet-
ric function fˆΘ : X → Y , with Θ a vector containing the set
of all parameters, i.e., all entries of matrices Vl and vectors βl.
Training is performed by minimizing a loss function L which
represents how good is the DNN at approximating f , given
by :
L(Θ) =
∑
(xh,yh)∈D
e(yh, fˆΘ(xh)), (1)
1The code is available on https://github.com/Hardy-c/AdaComp
Fig. 2. The asynchronous parameter server computation model, with 3
workers and an update chronology.
where e(yh, fˆΘ(xh)) is the error of the DNN output fˆΘ(xh)
for xh with parameters Θ. The minimization of L(Θ) is
performed by an iterative update process on the parameters
called gradient descent (GD). At each step, the algorithm
updates the parameters as follows (vector notations) :
Θ(i+ 1) = Θ(i)− α∆Θ(i), (2)
with the learning rate α ∈ (0, 1] and ∆Θ(i) approximating the
gradient of the error function. ∆Θ(i) is computed by a back-
propagation step [12] on D at time i. In the following sections,
we use the more efficient variant of GD, called Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD) [13], which processes a mini-batch
of the training dataset per iteration.
B. Distributed Stochastic Gradient Descent in the Parameter
Server Model
To speed-up DNN training, Dean et al. proposed in [8] the
parameter server model, as a way to distribute computation
onto up to hundreds of machines. The principal idea is to
parallelize data computation: each compute node (or worker)
processes a subset of the training data asynchronously. For
convenience, we report the core notations in Table I.
The parameter server model is depicted on Figure 2. In a
nutshell, the PS starts by initializing the vector of parameters
to learn, Θ. Training data D is split across workers w1, w2, w3.
Each worker runs asynchronously, and whenever it is ready,
takes the current version of the parameter vector from the PS,
performs a SGD step and sends the vector update (that reflects
the learning on its data) to the PS. In Figure 2, worker w2 gets
the state of Θ at iteration i−3, performs a SGD step and sends
an update to the PS. Meanwhile, workers w1 and w3, which
finish their step before w2, send their updates. At each update
TABLE I
LIST OF NOTATIONS.
PS The parameter server, hosting the up-to-date Θ
n The number of workers (excluding the PS)
w1, . . . , wn The identifiers of the n workers
b Size of mini-batches
α The model learning rate
c The compression ratio
(% of selected parameters [per Vl or βl])
Dw Training data local to a worker w
I The number of performed iterations
Θ(i) Vector containing all parameters at iteration i,i.e., all
entries of matrices Vl and vectors βl at i
Θk(i) The k-th entry of Θ(i)
∆Θ(i) Vector containing all updates to Θ
σ(i) The global staleness of update i
σk(i) Local update staleness, associated to parameter Θk
αk(i) Local learning rate associated to Θk given σk(i)
Θ(w),
∆Θ(w)
and ∆Θ˜(w)
The local parameter vector state at worker w, the
update computed from Θ(w) by worker w and the
resulting compressed update
reception, the PS updates Θ, and increments the timestamp
of Θ (e.g., Θ(i− 3) becomes Θ(i− 2) after the reception of
w1’s update). An important parameter is the mini-batch size,
denoted by b, which corresponds to the subset size of the local
data that each worker is computing upon, before sending one
update to the PS (e.g., if b = 10, an update is sent by w1 after
its DNN has processed 10 images of Dw1 ).
Note that in the PS model, the fact that n workers are
training their local vector in parallel and then send the updates
introduces concurrency, also known as staleness [14]. The
staleness of the local vector Θ(w) for a worker w is the number
of times Θ has evolved in between the fetch by w, and the
time where it itself pushes an update ∆Θ(w) (e.g., on Figure 2,
w2’s update staleness is equal to 2).
III. DISTRIBUTED DEEP LEARNING ON EDGE-DEVICES
The execution setup we consider replaces the datacenter
worker nodes by edge-device nodes (e.g., personal computers
of volunteers with SETI@home, or home gateways [15]) and
the datacenter network by the Internet. The PS remains at a
central location. In this context, we assume that the training
data reside with the workers; this serves for instance as a basis
for privacy-preserving scenarios [11], where users have their
photos at home, and want to contribute to the computing of
a global photo classification model, but without sending their
personal data to a cloud service.
The formal execution model remains identical to the PS
model: we suppose that workers have enough memory to
host a copy of Θ, data is shuffled on the n workers, and
finally they agree to collaborate to the machine learning task
(tolerance to malicious behaviours is out of the scope of
this paper). The stringent aspect of our setup is the lower
connectivity capacity of workers, and their expected smaller
reliability [15]. Regarding connectivity, we have in mind a
standard ASDL/cable setup where the bottleneck at the device
is the uplink (with e.g., respectively 100Mb/10Mb for down/up
bandwidth); we thus optimize on the worker upload capacity
by compressing the updates it has to send i.e., the push
operation, rather than the opposite i.e., the pull operation.
A. Staleness mitigation
Asynchronous vector fetches and updates by workers in-
volve perturbations on the SGD due to the staleness of local
Θ(w). The staleness, proportional to the number of workers
(please refer to [16], [17] or [14] for in depth phenomenon
explanation), is an important issue in asynchronous SGD in
general. A high staleness has to be avoided, as workers that
are relatively slow will contribute, through their update, to
a Θ that has evolved (possibly significantly) since they last
fetched their copy of Θ. This factor is known for slowing
down the computation convergence [14]. In order to cope
with it, works [18] and [14] adapt the learning rate α as a
function of the current staleness to reduce the impact of stale
updates, which will also reduce the number of updates needed
to train Θ.
B. Reducing ingress traffic at the PS
In the edge-device setting, where devices collaborate to the
computation of a global Θ, we argue that the critical metric
is the bandwidth required by the PS to cope with incoming
worker updates. This allows for frontend server/network di-
mensioning, and is also a crucial metric, as cloud providers of-
ten bill on upload capacities to cloud servers (see e.g., Amazon
Kinesis, which charges depending on the number of 1MB/s
message queues to align as frontends). Since our setup implies
best effort computation at devices, not to saturate uplink, the
workers are sending updates to the PS as background tasks.
We thus measure the total ingress traffic at the PS collection
point, in order to have an aggregated view of the upload traffic
from workers, incurred by the deep learning tasks.
a) Compression: Shokri et al. [11] proposed a compres-
sion mechanism for reducing the size of the updates sent from
each worker to the PS, named Selective Stochastic Gradient
Descent. At the end of an iteration over its local data, a worker
sends only a subset of computed gradients, rather than all of
them. The selection is made either randomly, or by keeping
only the largest gradients. The compression ratio is represented
by fixed value c ∈ (0, 1]. They experimentally show that model
accuracy is not impacted much by this compression method
for a SGD in a single core (with e.g., a MLP model accuracy
decreasing from 98,10% to 97,07% accuracy, on the MNIST
dataset and a selection of 1% of parameters per update).
In the light of this Section, the total amount of ingress
traffic received at the PS is of the order of I × M × c,
with M the size of Θ (e.g., in MB). As the crucial focus
of machine learning is the accuracy of the learned model,
we have shown (Figure 1) that unfortunately it is not linear
with the amount of data received at the PS. That is why we
measure the accuracy/ingress traffic tradeoff experimentally, in
the remaining of this paper. As we shall see in the evaluation
Section, approach [11] in an edge-device setup manages to
reduce the size of updates, but at the cost of accuracy. This
is a clear impediment, because deep learning is leveraged for
its state-of-art accuracy results. In order to cope with both
ingress traffic and accuracy maintenance, we now introduce
the AdaComp algorithm.
IV. COMPRESSED UPDATES WITH AdaComp
AdaComp is a solution to conveniently combine the two
concepts of compression and staleness mitigation, for further
compressing worker results. This permits drastic ingress traffic
reduction, for a comparable accuracy with best related work
approaches.
a) Rationale: To do so, we propose the following ap-
proach. We first observe that the content of updates pushed
by workers are often sparse (i.e., most of the parameters
have not changed, ∆Θk ≈ 0 for most of Θk): a selection
method based on largest values of update is a good solution
to compress it with little loss of information. Second, we
observe that staleness mitigation is handled solely at the
granularity of a whole update, in related approaches. From
those remarks, we propose to compress updates pushed by
worker and use staleness mitigation. The novelty in AdaComp
is to compute staleness not on an update, but per parameter.
Our intuition is that sparsity and staleness mitigation on
individual parameters will allow for increased efficiency in
asynchronous worker operation, by removing a significant part
of update conflicts. An independent staleness score computed
for each parameters is a reasonable assumption: F. Niu et al.
[19] consider parameters as independent during the SGD.
b) Selection method: We propose a novel method for
selecting gradient at each worker: only a fraction c of the
largest gradients per matrix Vl and vector βl are kept. This
selection permits to balance learning across DNN layers and
better reflects computed gradients as compared to a random
selection (or solely the largest ones across the whole model)
as in [11].
c) Algorithm details: AdaComp operates in the following
way, also described with pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 and 2.
The PS keeps a trace of all received updates at given times-
tamps (as in [16], [14]). When a worker pulls Θ, it receives
the associated timestamp j. It computes a SGD step and
uses the selection method to compress the update. Meanwhile,
intermediate updates (pushed by other workers) increase the
timestamp of the PS to i ≥ j. Instead of computing the same
staleness for each ∆Θk(i) of the update ∆Θ(i), we define an
adaptive staleness for each parameter Θk as follows :
σk(i) =
i−1∑
u=j
1{∆Θk(u)6=0}, (3)
where 1A is the indicator function of condition A equal to
1 if condition A is true and 0 otherwise. The staleness σk is
then computed individually for each parameter by counting
the number of updates applied on it since the last pull by the
worker. We use the update equation inspired by [14]:
Θk(i+ 1) = Θk(i)− αk(i)∆Θk(i), (4)
where
Algorithm 1 AdaComp at workers
1: procedure WORKER(PS,Dw, I, b, c)
2: i← 0
3: while i < I do
4: Θ(w), i← Pull Θ(PS) . get current Θ(i) from
PS
5: ∆Θ(w) ← SGD STEP(Dw, b)
6: ∆Θ˜(w) ← SELECT GRAD(∆Θ(w), c)
7: Push(∆Θ˜(w), i) . update push to PS, with
fetched i
8: end while
9: end procedure
10: procedure SGD STEP(Dw, b)
11: Select a mini-batch B by sampling b examples from
Dw and compute ∆Θ(w) with back-propagation method.
12: return ∆Θ(w)
13: end procedure
14: procedure SELECT GRAD(∆Θ(w), c)
15: Select ∆Θ˜(w) ⊂ ∆Θ(w) by keeping the (100 × c)%
largest parameters, in absolute value, of each matrix Vl
and vector βl.
16: return ∆Θ˜(w)
17: end procedure
αk(i) =
{
α/σk(i) if σk(i) 6= 0
α otherwise.
(5)
The αk is the learning rate computed for the k-th parameter
of Θ given staleness σk. The parameter Θk that was updated
since the worker pull, will see αk reduced as a function of the
staleness, as shown in equation (5). This method has the effect
of reducing the concurrency between the possibly numerous
asynchronous updates taking place along the learning task,
while taking advantage of gradient selection to reduce update
size2.
Algorithm 2 AdaComp at the parameter server
1: procedure PS(α, I)
2: Initialize Θ(0) with random values.
3: for i← 0, I do
4: Get(∆Θ˜(w), j) . wait for a push
5: ∆Θ(i)← ∆Θ˜(w)
6: for all ∆Θk(i) ∈ ∆Θ(i) do
7: σk ←
∑i−1
u=j 1{∆Θk(u)6=0}
8: if σk = 0 then αk ← α else αk ← α/σk
9: Θk(i+ 1)← Θk(i)− αk∆Θk(i)
10: end for
11: end for
12: end procedure
2Please note that the best low level data representation for update encoding
is out of the scope of this paper: it will causes at best a reduction of a
small factor w.r.t. python serialization (i.e., the TensorFlow language), while
we target in this paper two orders of magnitude decrease on the network
footprint by targeting the algorithmic scope of distributed deep learning.
d) Complexity : AdaComp implies increased complexity
for the PS to compute the adaptive staleness σk for each
Θk. In terms of memory, the PS has to maintain the last d
updates, where d is the worst delay (i.e., the delay of the
last worker which did not sent an update). Only indexes of
non-zero parameters are maintained, leading to a memory
complexity equals to O(d × c × |Θ|). In the worth-case, the
computation of σk requires d dichotomous searches in lists
of sizes c × |Θ| (assuming that indexes of each update are
stored in a sorted list). The computational complexity of σk is
O(d×ln(|Θ|×c)) for a parameter, and this computation occurs
for c × |Θ| parameters at each iteration. We thus obtain an
overall complexity of O(d×c×|Θ|× ln(|Θ|×c)) per iteration
for the PS. Note that d has the same magnitude as n (see [14]),
so we can rewrite the complexity as O(n×c×|Θ|×ln(|Θ|×c)).
Note that in the classical PS model the computation com-
plexity is O(|Θ|); we thus conclude in a computation complex-
ity increase by O(n×c×ln(|Θ|×c)) in AdaComp, highlighting
the proposed computation vs communication tradeoff. Finally
for workers, the selection of the largest parameters does not
increase the complexity.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Experimental platform
For assessing the value of AdaComp in a controlled and
monitored environment, we choose to emulate the overall
system on a single powerful server. The server allows us to
remove the hardware and configuration constraints. We choose
to represent edge-devices through Linux containers (LXC) on a
Debian high end server (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2667 v3 @
3.20GHz CPUs, a total of 32 cores, and 1/2TB of RAM). Each
of them runs a TensorFlow session to train locally the DNN
(we note that TensorFlow is also running in containers, while
executed in a datacenter environment). The traffic between
LXCs can then be managed by the host machine with virtual
Ethernet (or veth) connections. We recall the open-sourcing
of the algorithm code (please refer to footnote 1).
An experiment on this platform is as follows. A set of n
LXC containers is deployed, to represent the workers. Each
worker in a container has access to a proportion 1/n of
the training dataset. One LXC container is deployed to run
the PS code. All workers are connected to PS by a veth
virtual network. Finally, one last LXC container is deployed
to evaluate the accuracy evolution of Θ.
During the execution, the platform adds a random waiting
time, for each worker, between the effective computation time
and the push step to the PS. This time ensures that the order of
worker updates is random, mimicking the possible variety in
hardware or resource available to the workers (we furthermore
conduct an experiment on this device heterogeneity in the
experiment Section). We report a runtime of about 1, 5 day
for each run (i.e., for reaching I = 250, 000 iterations).
In such a setup, the interesting metric to observe is the ac-
curacy reached according the number of iterations performed,
which is the same, whether computation takes place in an
emulated setup or in a real deployment. The benefit of our
platform is a tight monitoring of the resulting TCP traffic,
during the learning task.
B. Experimental setup and competitors
We experiment our setup with the MNIST dataset [20], also
used by our competitor [11]. The goal is to build an image
classifier able to recognize handwritten digits (i.e., 10 classes).
The dataset is composed of a training dataset with 60, 000
images, i.e., 6, 000 per class, and a test dataset with 10, 000
images. Each image is represented by 28 × 28 pixel with a
8-bit grey-level matrix.
We experiment in this paper on a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN), consisting of two convolutional layers and
two full-connected layers (211, 690 parameters), and is taken
from the Keras library [21] for the MNIST dataset. Our tech
report [22] additionally contains experiments over a Multi-
Layers Perceptron model. The experiments are launching
n = 200 workers, and one PS, corresponding to the scale
of operation reported by TensorFlow [7].
We compare the performance of AdaComp to the ones of 1)
the basic Async-SGD method (which we denote ASGD) [17]
as a baseline. 2) the Comp-ASGD algorithm, which is similar
to ASGD, but implements a gradient selection as described
in [11]. For both competitors, the learning rate is divided by
staleness and is global to each update.
C. Accuracy results
All experiments are executed until the PS has received
a total of I = 250, 000 updates from the workers; this
corresponds to an upper bound for convergence of the best
performing approaches we present in this Section. Experiments
have been run 3 times; plots show average, minimal and
maximal values of the moving average accuracies for each run.
Final accuracy is the mean of the maximal accuracy reached
by each run.
Figure 3 (left) plots the accuracy of the model depending on
the number of iterations. Figure 3 (right) reports the accuracy
as function of the ingress traffic, measured at the PS. ASGD,
Comp-ASGD and AdaComp are experimented within the same
setup with a batch size : b = 10. For both Comp-ASGD
and AdaComp, we test the compression ratios c = 0.1 and
c = 0.01, respectively representing 10% and 1% of the local
parameters sent as an update by a worker to the PS.
Figure 3 (left) first shows that compression affects Comp-
ASGD results, while it does not prevent AdaComp to perform
better than both ASGD and Comp-ASGD. Final accuracy
results are for ASGD 97.85%, for Comp-ASGD 96.07% and
95.11% (c = 0.1 and 0.01 respectively), and finally for
AdaComp 98.7% and 98.59%. We report in [22] that lower
values for c (equals to 0.001 or 0.0001), result in degraded
accuracy.
Regarding the resulting ingress traffic by considered al-
gorithms, presented on Figure 3 (right), we observe striking
differences. As expected, not relying on compression causes
ASGD to produce a large amount of traffic in destination to the
PS (up to 460GB after 250, 000 iterations), while the accuracy
Fig. 3. CNN model learning in the edge-device setup: accuracy results (Left), and resulting ingress traffic (Right).
is still not at its possible best. The effect of compression for
Comp-ASGD and AdaComp, with low values of c, is clearly
noticeable. This allows to drastically reduce the amount of
traffic the PS has to deal with, and then in turn reduces the
operational cost of the deep learning task.
As a mean for precise comparison, we fix an accuracy level
of 97%, and report the resulting aggregated ingress traffic for
each algorithm. AdaComp generates 1.33GB of ingress traffic
with c = 0.01, representing 191 times less traffic than ASGD.
Comp-ASGD does not manage to reach this accuracy level.
We conclude that AdaComp outperforms ASGD and Comp-
ASGD on both accuracy and ingress traffic (consistently with
the second model experimented in [22]). While compressing
the size of updates naturally leads to a reduced ingress traffic
at he PS, AdaComp beating ASGD is less intuitive: AdaComp
counters the effect of staleness due to the asynchronous up-
dates, by using fine grained updates. The probability of update
conflicts of a parameter Θk is indeed less important than at
the level of the whole set of parameters Θ in an update (as
performed in Comp-ASGD). This allows for a higher learning
rate αk for parameters not concerned by staleness. This makes
it possible to consider DNN computation on edge-devices
(e.g., for a home gateway connected 24/7, this experiment
corresponds to an average of 5KB/s upload over a week).
D. AdaComp accuracy facing worker failures
A key element for accuracy of distributed deep learning is
the reliability of computation facing device failures. We then
consider fail-stop type of failures for workers (e.g., they crash
without warning messages or partial updates to the PS). In
addition, we consider that the local data of a crashed node are
lost for the system. We tune the probability p = 0.004 that
each worker crashes after each push operation. We then simply
freeze the randomly selected containers, to emulate crashes. In
expectation, half of the initial population of 200 workers will
TABLE II
MAXIMAL ACCURACY OF AdaComp, WITH c = 0.01 AND HALF THE
WORKERS CRASHING DURING THE EXPERIMENT.
Parameters Reached accuracy
Training set Crashes n
60, 000 images no 200 97.44%
60, 000 images yes 200 97.17%
12, 000 images no 200 95.47%
12, 000 images yes 200 95.24%
6, 000 images no 100 94.35%
have crashed by the end of the experiment (i.e., 200 workers
are present at I = 0, and only 100 survived at I = 250, 000).
Results for AdaComp with c = 0.01 are presented on Table II.
We operate on the MLP presented in our tech report [22].
The first observation, with AdaComp c = 0.01 with crashes,
is that crashes have very little effect on accuracy (97.17%, i.e.,
0.27% less). This is due to the fact that the MNIST dataset
is ”too rich” for the learning task: this translates by nodes
crashing with not mandatory data for the accuracy of Θ in the
end.
We run the same experiment with only 20% of the original
MNIST dataset as training set (i.e., 12, 000 images). We
report a loss of accuracy of 0.23% between AdaComp with
crashes and AdaComp with no crashes (with c = 0.01 for
both), close to the previous loss of accuracy with the whole
training dataset. To further explain this phenomenon, we run an
experiment where only 100 workers participate to the learning
task. We test AdaComp for c = 0.01, n = 100, 10% of
the training set and no crash (i.e., equivalent to a scenario
where half of the 200 nodes would have disappeared with thus
10% of data prior to the start of the learning task). Accuracy
is 94.35%, versus 95.24% for the previous experiment with
crashes. This underlines that the 100 crashed nodes have in fact
participated to some extent to the model learned (otherwise
Fig. 4. CNN model learning with three classes of workers (heterogeneous
devices).
AdaComp with crashes and 20% of training set would also
have terminated around 94.35% accuracy as well).
This experiment underlines that crash failures of edge-
devices will not affect the accuracy of the model if the dataset
over which they learn is rich enough, and that the impact
of failures remains very limited otherwise (assuming little
contribution of devices).
E. AdaComp accuracy facing heterogeneous workers
For each edge-device, the joint effect of its network con-
straints, hardware and concurrently executed tasks could lead
to significantly varying latencies in the computation of a batch.
Distributed learning tasks then have to cope with that worker
heterogeneity of completion times.
To assess the performance of AdaComp facing this hetero-
geneity, this experiment builds on three different classes of
workers: a fast class, a medium and a slow one. Fast workers
send 10 times more updates to the PS than medium workers,
and 100 time more than slow workers. The proportion of work-
ers in each class is respectively 30%, 40% and 30% (workers
do not switch class during runtime). We run AdaComp with
parameters c = 0.001, n = 200. We experiment on a large
training set, composed by the MNIST training dataset (i.e.,
with 60, 000 images) and a reduced training set composed by
20% of the MNIST dataset (i.e., 12, 000 images).
Figure 4 plots the accuracy of the model described in V-B
(then with solely one class of workers) and with the three
classes of workers. The first observation is that AdaComp with
only one class of workers causes a higher final accuracy, as
compared to three classes (respectively 98.59% versus 98.36%
for the large training set and 97.66% versus 97.00% for
the reduced training set). Note that the gap of accuracy is
larger when the training set is reduced. Figure 4 shows that
AdaComp with three classes of workers converges faster at
the beginning than AdaComp with one class (experiment with
large training set). This underlines that, with three classes, the
fastest workers contribute more to the learning in a shorther
amount of iterations, quickly increasing the accuracy at the
beginning (with a low staleness score per update). However,
when the DNN is adapted to the fastest workers updates, it
does not then learn enough from slower workers to reach
the same accuracy than the experiment with one class. This
phenomenon is particularly salient on the reduced training set
curves.
This experiment shows that distributed learning with hetero-
geneous workers, as expected in real deployments, is feasible
as convergence occurs. It tends to reduce the contribution of
the slowest workers as compared to that of the faster ones.
Such as in the previous experiment with crash failures, the
impact of heterogeneity on the final accuracy depends on
the processed dataset (impact is reduced when using a richer
training set).
VI. RELATED WORK
There are numerous alternatives to classical SGD to speed-
up deep learning such as Momentum SGD [23], Adagrad
[24], or Adam [25]. Those methods use adaptive gradient
descent for each parameter, but are meant to run on a single
machine (i.e., are not suitable for distributed computing), and
then are not competing with AdaComp for parallel speed-up.
Future works may adapt Adam with AdaComp to speed-up the
learning in a distributed setup.
The parameter server model is popular for distributing SGD
with e.g., DistBelief [8], Adam [26], and TensorFlow [7] as
the principal ones. Increasing the number of workers in such
an asynchronous environment causes staleness problems, that
has been addressed either 1) algorithmically, or by means of
2) synchronization.
1) In [14], W. Zhang et al. propose to adapt the learning
rate according to the staleness for each new update. The PS
divides the learning rate by the computed staleness of the
worker. This method limits the impact of highly stale updates.
More recently, Odena [18] proposed to maintain the averaged
variance of each parameters to precisely weight new updates.
Combined with the previous method, this allows to adapt
the learning rate for each parameter according the changes
provided by previous workers. The learning rate will be higher
for parameters which witnessed few changes than those which
witnessed big changes during the last updates. This method
is close to AdaComp, but does not take into account sparse
updates.
2) A simple solution to avoid staleness problems is to syn-
chronize worker updates. However, waiting for all workers at
each iteration is time consuming. W. Zhang et al. [14] propose
the n-softSync protocol where the PS waits a fraction 1/n of
all workers at each iteration before updating parameters. A
more accurate gradient is computed by averaging the computed
gradient of the fraction of workers. Another recent work of
Chen et al. [27] shows that a synchronous SGD could be
more efficient if the PS does not wait the last k workers at
each iteration. In our setup, workers are user-devices without
any guarantee on the upper bound of their response time. This
calls for efficient asynchronous methods like AdaComp.
Finally, at the other extreme of the parallelism versus
communication tradeoff, so-called federated optimization has
been introduced [10], [28], [29]. A model is learned given a
very large number of edge-devices each only processing over a
few data, and each being equipped with a poor connection. A
subset of active workers (which changes at each iteration) runs
many iterations over workers data before their model is shared.
Global updates are then performed synchronously. Federated
learning is thus communication-efficient, but does not take
advantage of data parallelism for speeding-up computation,
which is the goal of the parameter server model we target,
with the proposed AdaComp algorithm.
VII. CONCLUSION
We discussed in this paper the most salient implications
of running distributed deep learning training tasks on edge-
devices. Because of upload constraints of devices and of their
lower reliability in such a setup, asynchronous SGD is a
natural solution to perform learning tasks; yet we highlighted
that the amount of traffic that has to transit over the Internet are
considerable, if algorithms are not adapted. We thus proposed
AdaComp, a new algorithm to compress updates by adapting
to their individual parameter staleness. We show that this
translates into a 191-fold reduction of the ingress traffic at
the parameter server, as compared to the asynchronous SGD
algorithm (for CNN models on the MNIST dataset), and for
an as well better accuracy. This large reduction of the ingress
traffic, and the reliability facing crashes makes it possible to
consider the actual deployment of learning tasks on edge-
devices, for powering edge-services and applications.
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